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                    TURN YOUR THEORY INTO
                        REALITY

                    EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT AUDIENCE TARGETING

                    FULLY OPTIMIZED CAMPAIGNS USING DATA ANALYSIS

                

                

                

                

            

            
                

            

            
                Digital Advertising is the next generation of marketing solutions. Digital
                    marketing channels are essential to be active in, given the growing population of online users
                    today.

                Contact
                    us
            

        


        

        

        
            
                
                    
                        

                        

                        

                        

                    

                    	Mission Statement
	Philosophy
	Promise


                    Our goal is to provide a state of the art digital advertising experience,
                        while supplying unmatched customer service to our clients. We aim to increase your brand reach
                        for your product or service, making sure you are seen by your primary target audience. We will
                        be step in step with your company on the road to growth and exposure.

                    A theory is an idea or set of ideas to justify a particular course of action.
                        Ideas take the form of an educated creative process, which allows for a theory to become a
                        reality. No advertising campaign takes the exact same path as the next. It is how an educated
                        creative process is studied and ultimately, implemented, that will determine whether an idea can
                        become a reality. A process takes time, and experience is needed to provide an effective
                        campaign strategy in a timely fashion. AdTheory brings years of experience to the creative
                        process that will turn your theory into a reality.

                    Our clients always receive the best customer service and professionalism.
                        Advertising can be a strenuous and sometimes frustrating undertaking. Therefore, we want to make
                        advertising fun for our clients by being transparent, understanding, and professional. Our sales
                        staff will always be on call to address your marketing problems or concerns. Quality is our
                        ultimate goal, and our Ad-Fraud blocking technology helps eliminate fraudulent data to your
                        campaigns. A quality product, with a professional staff will help you make advertising fun
                        again!
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                        advertising experience, while supplying unmatched customer service to our clients. We aim to
                        increase your brand reach for your product or service, making sure you are seen by your primary
                        target audience. We will be step in step with your company on the road to growth and
                        exposure.

                

                
                    Philosophy

                    A theory is an idea or set of ideas to justify a
                        particular course of action. Ideas take the form of an educated creative process, which allows
                        for a theory to become a reality. No advertising campaign takes the exact same path as the next.
                        It is how an educated creative process is studied and ultimately, implemented, that will
                        determine whether an idea can become a reality. A process takes time, and experience is needed
                        to provide an effective campaign strategy in a timely fashion. AdTheorybrings years of
                        experience to the creative process that will turn your theory into a reality.

                

                
                    Promise

                    Our clients always receive the best customer
                        service and professionalism. Advertising can be a strenuous and sometimes frustrating
                        undertaking. Therefore, we want to make advertising fun for our clients by being transparent,
                        understanding, and professional. Our sales staff will always be on call to address your
                        marketing problems or concerns. Quality is our ultimate goal, and our Ad-Fraud blocking
                        technology helps eliminate fraudulent data to your campaigns. A quality product, with a
                        professional staff will help you make advertising fun again!

                

            

        

        

        

        
            
                
                    
                        24 Hours

                        Per Day Focused on Ad Fraud 
Blocking

                    

                    
                        500 000 000

                        Owned and Operated

                    

                    
                        235

                        Targeting Capabilities

                    

                    
                        250 000 000

                        Targeted Network Impressions
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                                    Exploring Various Pricing Models for Display Ads

                                    
Display ads are a powerful tool in the marketer’s belt. They offer the ability to engage viewers with rich media within the content they are browsing, often leading to a higher conversion ratio. As such, they should be included in almost every digital marketing campaign. However, there are a number of options for how to […]
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                                    Make the Most of Mobile Marketing to Drive

                                    
According to the international consulting and accounting firm Deloitte, digital interactions will influence about half of the buying decisions made within retail stores. In the holiday season alone this statistic represents almost $350 billion, making digital interactions – specifically, shoppers using mobile technology like smartphones or tablets while shopping – a huge opportunity for business […]
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                        CONTACT US

                    

                    
                        	
                                General

                                [email protected]
                            
	
                                Media / Sales

                                [email protected]
                            
	
                                Tech Support

                                [email protected]
                            
	
                                Billing

                                [email protected]
                            
	
                                Advertisers

                                [email protected]
                            
	
                                Human Resources

                                [email protected]
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